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ABSTRACT
Fracture probabilities associated with spherical cavities have been analyzed, by combining principles
of fracture mechanics and fracture statistics. The analysis considers that fracture occurs from a distribution of cracks located at the cavity surfaces. It predicts effects of cavity size and cavity volume
content (porosity) on strength, that depend sensitively on the flaw population vis-a-vis the cavity size
distribution. The theory is shown to have limit solutions that coincide with several earlier models of
fracture, derived for porous ceramics. The predicted effects of pore size on strength are compared with
some available data.
INTRODUCTION
In a companion paper,l a general approach for
predicting fracture from cavities, by combining
linear elastic fracture mechanics solutions with
statistics solutions, has been described: and
applied to cylindrical cavities. The method is
extended in this paper to include the analogous considerations pertinent to spherical cavities. Again,
the emphasis is on the approach, recognizing that
the available fracture mechanics and statistics
solutions are inadequate in some instances. Improved
solutions can be incorporated, using the same general
approach, as they emerge.
Fracture mechanics solutions for cracks emanating from the surface of spherical cavities are examined in the first part of the paper. The best
available solutions are then combined with statistical results - derived for the stress field around
spherical voids - to obtain preliminary relations
between the fracture probability, the cavity size
and the surface flaw size distribution. Finally,
the implications of the analysis for the effect on
strength of individual voids and void arrays (porosity) are discussed.
STRESS INTENSITY FACTOR SOLUTIONS
The first problem of interest pertains to the
equatorial annular crack emanating from a spherical
cavity (Fig. 1). The tensile stress crz nor~l to
the crack plane, for a remote stress a., is
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Fig. 1. Stress intensity factor solutions for an
annular crack emanating from a spherical
cavity.
The general linear superposition function used for
three-dimensional problems of this ty~e is,l,3
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where v is Poisson's ratio and x is the distance
from the center of the sphere (Fig. 1). An estimate
of the stress i~tensity factor for the annular crack
can be obtained by imposing this stress onto the
surface of a penny crack (Fig. 1).
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cr(y,l/t)y(l-(y/a)2] ~
dydl/t
(l-2(y/a)cos~(y/a) 2 ]
(2}

where y is the radial distance from the crack center,
w is the angular location with respect to the crack
front position of interest and a is the crack radius
(see Figs. 1,2). The symmetry of the annular crack
problem provides the following simplification; w=O
and x=y. Substituting Eqn. (1) into {2) then gives;

The solution is obtained by noting that
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where .p is the angle shown in Fig. 2; then, substituting Eqn. (1) into Eqn. (2) gives;
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where x=y/a. Integration of Eqn. (3) for v=0.2
gives the result plotted in Fig. 1. Studies on
5
3
radial cracks emanating from cylindrical cavitiesl,3 (2(7 -5 v)+( 4-5 v) ( 1+ X'Y sin (!fl+~&) l - +9( 1+X'Ys in (!JI+Ifl)r ] dxd 1/1
have indicated that this type of solution is most
pertinent for relatively large cracks (a/r ~ 1). For 2[1-2Xcosl/l+l]( 7-5v)
smaller cracks, the presence of the cavity surface
allows an enhanced crack opening that tends to augment K1 (toward the edge crack solution, J~K/2o~Ja=
3.52). This small crack limit was recognized by
where y = r/a. Integration of Eqn. (5) for .P = 0
Baratta4 in his development of an interpolation
and ~12 yields the results plotted in Fig. 2, for
solution for the annular crack problem. The interpolation solution for v=0.2 is plotted in Fig. 1.
v = 0.2. The stress intensity factor at .P = ~12 is
This solution predicts K values appreciably larger
likely to be slightly enhanced by the presence of
the surface,l by up to- 1.05 for small a/r; while
than the superposition solution, for all a/r.
Kat .P = 0 may be augmented by up to -1.23. AllowAdditional studies are clearly needed; but for
ing for possible corrections of this magnitude, a
present purposes, it is assumed that the superposition solution is the more precise at large a/r (~1)
comparison of the partial circular crack results
and that the intyrpolation solution is superior at
with the annular crack result indicates that K for
small a/r ( < 10- ) - suggesting the intermediate
the former is clearly the smaller at small a/r
solution plotted in Fig. 1.
( <0.5). Partial circular cracks in this size range
should thus extend unstably in the presence of a
The second configuration of interest is the
critical applied stress. However, for larger a/r
partial circular crack on the surface of a spherical ( ~ 1) the stress intensity factor for the annular
crack may be smaller; suggesting the possible subcavity (Fig. 2). For this case, consider the crack
shown in Fig. 2, located such that the crack plane
critical extension of a partial circular crack into
is normal to the applied tension. Superposition
an annular crack (analogous to the behavior proposed
solutions for surface cracks usually invoke a symme- for cylindrical cavities)l. These consigerations
tric image crack (and then apply a surface correcsuggest that the resultant stress intensity factor
tion). However, in the present problem, the curvaat criticality might exhibit the form depicted in
ture of the surface perturbs the symmetry (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2; which is used herein as the "best available"
An approximate solution is thus obtained by assuming solution for surface cracks associated with spherithat the stress field for the crack/image combinacal cavities. A convenient analytic expression for
tion is symmetric about the surface tangent 00'
K deduced from Fig. 2 is;
(Fig. 2). This solution should be most pertinent at
small a/r, where the surface perturbation is small.
1
(6)
JiTK/2 a00 .Ja = 1 + 0.3[0.21 + a/r]STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Fracture probabilities for spherical cavities
at small a/r have been evaluated5 assuming a normal
tensile stress criterion, and using Weibull 's multiaxial stress method for flaws of a single population
distributed throughout the volume of the body. A
different analysis is presented in this paper,
which uses a more fundamental statistical method for
treating multiaxial states of stress6,7, and applies
the approach to a distribution of flaws at the
cavity surface. For flaws located at the surface
of a spherical cavity, the only stresses that exist
are the tangential stresses,8 ·
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Stress intensity factor solutions for an
annular crack emanating from a spherical
cavity.
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z(t-Sv) (5vcos21.1-l]

where ST is the flaw extension stress in equitriaxia tension, on is the tensile stress normal
to the flaw and Tm is the maximum in-plane shear
stress. For flaws located in the surface element
dA of a unit sphere (Fig. 3) that contains a complete 7ampling of flaws of all (random) orientations, the stresses 0 n and om are related to the
stresses oe and o~ and the angles ~ and ~ defined
in Fig. 3 by;

where e is the angular coordinate with respect to
the equatorial plane (Fig. 3).
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If the strength distribution in triaxial tension is
now defined7 by a ~Jeibull-type function, with a
scale parameter S0 * and a shape parameter k,
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consideration of the eight equivalent areal elements,
dA = cos~d~d~ (Fig. 3), allows the biaxial strength
distribution function to be derived, for given a7;
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Fig. 3. The statistical parameter C(m) derived for
a spherical cavity subjected to a uniaxial
tension a®. Also shown is the angular
coordinate e used to describe the stress
variation, and the unit sphere used for
statistical analysis.
The statistical problem is thus concerned with
the analysis of biaxial fracture. Only the zone of
tension is of interest. 1 For v =0.2, o8 is tensile
in the range 0.35n<e< -0.35 • The corresponding a~
is compressive. The tension/compression quadrant
thus pertains. The fracture criterion that has
most successfully described mul tiaxial fractyre7
(as well as angular dependencies of fracture9) in
ceramics is that ba»ed on the co-planar strain
energy release rate :
4T 2
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where w*(e) is the value of w at which a first
becomes negative, as deduced from Eqn. (e). Then
substituting Eqn. (11} into the weakest link formulation,l,6,7
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allows the probability of fracture from the cavity
to be expressed as;

(8)

#This criterion has been used with good success for
stress conditions wherein on is tensile. It cannot
be expected to apply when on is compressive. In
the present analysis, the fracture probability when
0 n is compressive is assumed to be zero.
This will
lead to underestimates of the failure probability
, by an amo~nt that depends on the initial opening
of the flaw, 0 i.e., if the initial crack opening
is small, as expected for the flaws of present
interest, the underestimate will also be small.
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S* derived from Eqn. (6) is;
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This solution applies for a<0.52; the correspondin~
sinh solution applies of a>0.52. The function D(a)
is plotted in Fig. 4.
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where s; is the value of the applied stress a® at
fracture, in the presence of the cavity. The equivalent fracture probability for uniaxial tension
has been derived as;7
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where Ag is the gauge surface area, S~ is the
applied stress at fracture and Iu(k,v) is a function
that relajes the uniaxial strength to the triaxial
strength. Expressing Eqn. (14) in a notation consistent with the more conventional Weibull formu1ism, 11
(15)

Fig. 4. The stress gradient factor D(a) for a
spherical cavity.
Assum.ing that a similar relation pertains for all
flaw locations and orientations in the tensile
range,! the fracture probability becomes;
-!n[1-+ ($..,)] =8r2(

where the scale and shape functions are now 50 and
m, and substituting into Eqn. (13), the fracture
probability for the cavity becomes;
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where S~ is the new value of the applied stress at
fracture. The fracture probabilities predicted by
Eqn. (18) are plotted in Fig. 5, as a function of
the norma 1ized stren!;lth (SdSo), for several
relative void r~dii (r/r0 ) and a typical m of 4;
r0 and K<;2/r0 So are chosen to be unity. The
probabil1ties obtained from Eqn. (16) are also
plotted for comparison. The same trends found for
the cylindrical cavity are evident, but are accompanied by smaller reductions·in the fracture
probability.

where C(m) is plotted in Fig. 3, for v 0.2. A
useful analytic approximation is, C(m) exp (0.52m-1.4]. Comparison with the companion
paperl indicates that, for the same area of cavity
surface and the same flaw population, the probability of fracture from a spherical cavity is
smaller than that from a cylindrical cavity.
Now, useing the same procedure described for
the cylindrical cavity,l a stress gradient correction can be applied. The effective flaw strength

1.74

For pores of uniform size r, Eqn. (19) becomes;
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Hence, in the limit a/r _,. 0, where D is independent
of r, the fracture probability for a fixed flaw
population is expected to slightly increase, (i.e.,
the strength to decrease) as the pore radius
decreases. This condition arises because the relative cavity surface area increases as the cavity
radius decreases, permitting a more extensive
sampling of the flaw population. (It should be
noted that this cavity size dependence does not
exist when tracture initiates from volume distributed flaws ). However, the trend·with cavity
radius is counteracted by the decrease in D,
associated with the concurrent increase in a/r. The
resultant variation of strength with the relative
cavity radius (r/r 0 ) at constant porosity (0.1) is
plotted at constant probability in Fig. 6. These
strengths scale with porosity through the sample
proportionality, p-1/m. (It is re-emphasized that
the analysis is only valid when there is no significant pore interaction; the implications must,
therefore, be restricted to low porosities.)
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Fracture probabilities for spherical
cavities plotted as a function of the
relative strength, for a value of the
shape parameter m = 4.
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EFFECTS OF POROSITY ON STRENGTH
Cavity Arrays
In porous ceramics, if the porosity is low
enough that pore interaction effects cannot occur,
the probability of fracture from flaws distributed
at the pore surfaces can be determined, in the
usual way5,6,7 from the product of the survival
probabilities of individual cavities. For a pore
size distribution ~(r)dr (i.e., the fraction of
pores in the sjze range r to r+dr) the probability
of failure ~T(S~) from a volume V subjected to
uniform tension, derived from Eqn. (18), is;
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where r x and rmin are the radii of the largest
and sma~Yest pores, respectively; N is the number of
pores in unit volume, which is related to the
porosity, P, by;
- 47T

3

P - j< r > N

(20)

Effects of relative pore radius ron the
relative fracture strength at constant
probability, plotted for three m values
and a porosity of 0.1.

It is evident from the quite extensive regime of
increasing strength (with decreasing void radius)
tHat the influence of the stress gradient parameter
Dis dominant over a wide range of void radii. The
inference of this result is that the strength for a
fixed flaw population can be maximized either by
collecting all of the porosity in a small number of
large voids, or by producing voids of optimum size,
r*. However, the former will not normally be a
practicable solution. The latter should be feasible,
but the possibility of other modes of fracture
occurring at small void sizes may pre-empt the
development of a strength maximum in many ceramic
polycrystals. Also, for various microstructural
reasons, the flaw population may change as the pore
size changes, (e.g., an increase in the scale factor
S0 as the pore size increases), leading to more
substantial effects of pore size on strength than
predicted by Fig. 6.

l7S

There are very few data in the literature concerning the effects of pore size on strength. The
most comprehensive are data on borosilicate glass
obtained by Bertolotti and Fulrath.12 These data
re-examined in the context of the present model,
even though the uncertain influence of surface
cracks (machining flaws) on the fracture data
detracts from the utility of the correlation. For
comparison with the model, the appropriate values
of D(a) are first o?~ained for each void size, using
Then, the shape parameter m
a Kc of 0.7 MPa Jm.
is estimated from the pore volume dependence of the
strength at low porosity (S ~ p-l;m) - and found to
be in the range 10 to 20. The fracture strength,
relative to the strength of the samples with the
largest voids, can then be computed at constant
failure probability, by direct insertion of these
quantities into Eqn. (21). The results form values
of 10 to 20 are plotted in Fig. 7; also plotted on
the figure are the data obtained from Bertolotti and
Fulrath, at three levels of porosity. The predictions tend to slightly underestimate the measured
pore size dependence. The uncertainty in the origin
of failure for the test samples prevents definitive
conclusions from the comparison. More precise
experiments are needed to determine the principal
deficiencies of the theory, in its present form.

sample without cavities (Eqn. 15) by the factor
C(m)-1/m. Applying the analytic approximation for
C(m) indicated on Fig. 3, this factor (at large m)
is -1.92, i.e., equal to the stress concentration
factor. The connection with the stress concentration factor model is thus established. Alternately
if a is large, D(a) tends to 0.5 and exactly cancels
C(m) in Eqn. (18). The strength is thus identical
to that expected for a crack located at the cavity,
i.e., it is equal to the strength in tension given
by Eqn. (15). The connection with the cavity/crack
equivalence model is thus apparent. For small values
of m, there is a low probability of an extreme value
flaw being located at the position ofmaximurr: tension.
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Fig. 7. A comparison of the predicted effects of
pore radius on the strength (at constant
porosity and constant probability) with
data obtained for borosilicate glass.
Isolated Cavities
The effects of the size of an isolated cavity
on strength •;an be deduced directly from Eqn. (18).
These effects are plotted at constant probability
in Fig. 8, to demonstrate that there are no simple
relations between defect size and strength. However, a close examination of Eqn. (18) indicates
important fractur~ trends, and illu£trates the
relation between the present analysis and earlier
models of fracture from voidsJ4,15 For large values
of the shape parameter m, there is a high probability of a flaw at the large extreme of the population being located at the position of maximum tension on the cavity surface. Therefore, if a is
small (small a/r), O(a) + l, and Eqn. (16) applies.
The strength will then be related to that of a

Predicted effect of the relative cavity
radius on the relative strength for a body
containing a single cavity of the specified
size. Results are presented for two values
of the shape parameter m.

Hence, C(m) - 1 (see Fig. 3), and the influence of
the cavity on strength is quite minimal. For small
~. the effect of the cavity tends to reduce to a
level similar to that expected from the increased
surface area provided by the cavity. For larger a
the effect is even smaller. The connection with
models based on the void area is thus established.
For intermediate values of m and the present
model predicts strength effects that range continually between the limit solutions provided by the
earlier models. It should thus exhibit the versatility needed to account for many of the trends
observed experimentally. However, it is emphasized
that certain important phenomena are not yet incorporated in the model (such as the linking of subsurface pores with surface cracks), and that the stress
intensity factor solutions are approximate. Therefore, much additional analysis is still needed to
develop the present model into a universal model of
cavity fracture.
Finally, the prediction of failure from isolated cavities in dense ceramics can directly utilize
Eqn. (18), when the cavities are nearly spherical
in shape. The probability of service failure from
cavities ~F• at a stress level crA, based on a nondestructive characterization of the cavity dimensions, if all cavities with yo interpreted cavity
radius r~ are accepted, is; 6
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